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Spectral functions of quantum dots in the integer and fractional quantum Hall regime
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The one- and two-particle spectral functions of quantum Hall droplets are studied for filling factors
2>n>1/3 using exact diagonalization techniques for up to ten electrons. The spectral functions describe the
electron addition and subtraction spectra, coherent resonant tunneling, and Raman-scattering cross section.
They reflect the magnetic-field-induced spin and charge transitions in the ground state of quantum Hall
droplets.@S0163-1829~97!07428-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A laterally confined two-dimensional electron gas in
strong magnetic field forms a quantum Hall droplet.1–3 The
number of electrons per flux quanta penetrating the dro
determines the filling factor. Increasing the magnetic fi
drives the quantum Hall droplet of interacting electro
through a series of ground states with decreasing filling f
tor. In the filling factor regime 2>n>1, the ground state is
characterized by oscillations of the total spin.4–7 For the fill-
ing factorn<1 the ground state is characterized by oscil
tions of the total angular momentum.1 For the filling factor
n51 the droplet is expected to represent a chiral Fermi
uid, while for fractional filling factors the low-energy charg
excitations of the edges of the droplet are expected to
described by the chiral Luttinger-liquid theory.8–10 Some as-
pects of this interesting behavior have already been pro
experimentally by capacitance,11–13 transport,14–17 and inter-
band magneto-optical18,19 spectroscopies. Recent work h
demonstrated that Raman scattering20–23 can directly probe
charge and spin excitations of quantum dots. The und
standing of these, and in particular Raman, experime
probes requires the calculation of the response of a ma
electron system to the external perturbation introduced
these experiments. Because of the strong electron cor
tions nonperturbative calculations, such as exa
diagonalization methods, are a useful tool6,7,13,21,24,25 in
studying one- and two-particle spectral functions in the in
ger and fractional quantum Hall regimes. The electron a
hole one-particle spectral functions describe the processe
adding and subtracting electrons to/from the droplet, a
therefore describe the charging of the dot and hence cap
tance and incoherent transport. The two-particle spec
functions describe charge and spin excitations of the dro
for a fixed number of electrons. These functions define
inelastic light scattering cross section and the coherent tr
port through a quantum dot.17

In this paper we numerically analyze the spectral fu
tions of a finite droplet of a few (<10) electrons both in the
integer and fractional quantum Hall regimes. The spec
functions are related to the magnetic-field-induced tran
tions between different ground states of the droplet, from
spin transitions in the integer regime, through the ch
Fermi-liquid behavior atn51, to the chiral Luttinger-liquid
behavior at fractional filling factors.
560163-1829/97/56~20!/13227~8!/$10.00
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II. MODEL

We study the system ofN quasi-two-dimensional elec
trons in a strong magnetic fieldB, and parabolic confining
potential with characteristic frequencyvN .13

The single-particle Hamiltonian corresponds to a p
of harmonic oscillators with energies«mn5V1(n1 1

2)
1V2(m1 1

2), where V65 1
2(Avc

214vN
2 6vc), and

vc5eB/m* c is the cyclotron frequency andm* is the ef-
fective mass. The magnetic length isl 051/Am* vc and the
effective magnetic length in the presence of confinemen
l eff5 l 0 /(114vN

2 /vc
2)1/4. The orbital angular momentum o

the stateum,n& is m2n. We shall concentrate here on stron
magnetic fields, with the electrons confined to the low
Landau level, and omit further the indexn. The Zeeman
energy isgmBBs, wheres is the electron’s spin,g is the
effective Lande´ g factor, andmB is the Bohr magneton.

The Hamiltonian of the many-electron system can
written in the form

H5(
ms

~«m1gmBBs!cms
† cms

1 1
2 (

m1m2m3m4

s8s

^m1m2uVum3m4&cm1s
† cm2s8

† cm3s8cm4s .

~1!

The operatorscms
† andcms create and annihilate an electro

in the single-particle state with spins and angular momen
tum m. The first term in Eq.~1! is the single-particle energy
and the second term describes the electron-electron Coul
scattering, with the two-body matrix elements defined in R
27. The Coulomb energy is measured in units of excha
energyE05RyA2paB / l eff , where Ry is the effective Ryd
berg, andaB is the effective Bohr radius.

HamiltonianH conserves the number of electronsN, the
total angular momentumR, the total spinS, and the compo-
nent of the total spin along the magnetic fieldSz . The
N-electron basis states spanning the Hilbert spaces
defined (R,Sz) can be constructed as the noninteracti
configurations um1s1 , . . . ,mNsN&5cm1s1

† . . . cmNsN

† uvac&,

whereuvac& denotes a vacuum. The filling factor for a give
state can be defined as the ratio of the total angular mom
13 227 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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13 228 56ARKADIUSZ WÓJS AND PAWEL HAWRYLAK
tum of the compact stateR5(N21)3N/2 to the actual an-
gular momentumR. Since for the parabolic confinement th
noninteracting Hamiltonian is a constant within each s
space (R,Sz), only the diagonalization of the interaction pa
V is necessary. Since the Coulomb interaction is invari
under rotation of the total spinS, degenerate states corr
sponding to the same total spin appear in different subsp
Sz . It is useful here to definecompactconfigurations with
the lowestR for a givenSz .7,26 These compact configura
tions uCN2k

k &5u0↓, . . . ,(N2k21)↓;0↑, . . . ,(k21)↑& are
the only states in their Hilbert spaces, and therefore they
the exacteigenstates of the interacting HamiltonianH. The
Hartree-Fock calculations16,26 are restricted only to thes
compact states.

For a givenN the Hilbert space (R,S,Sz) containing the
ground state is a result of the competition between the Z
man, kinetic, and interaction energies. These energies
controlled by the magnetic field, confinement, and effect
g factor. The magnetic field drives the system through
sequence of ground states with increasing angular mom
tum R, i.e. decreasing filling factorn. The following states
are among the ground states in the following sequence~i!
the spin-unpolarized (S50) compact stateuCN/2

N/2&, corre-
sponding to the filling factorn52; ~ii ! the spin-polarized
(S5 1

2N) compact stateuCN
0 &, with n51; and~iii ! the spin-

polarized highly correlated state withn5 1
3. In the following

we shall study the properties of the system in this range
the filling factor (n522 1

3!, or, alternatively, in the corre
sponding range of the magnetic field, confinement stren
or electron density. The states with the filling factorn.1
and n,1 can be viewed as created through the spin
charge excitations of the compactn51 droplet, respectively

A. Spin excitations

In order to describe spin excitations of the system, we
take advantage of the mapping between the two-spin elec
system and the spinless electron-hole system.28,29 We iden-
tify a spin-up electron with an electron and a removed sp
down electron with a hole:am

† 5cm↑
† andbk

†5ck↓ . The spin-
flip excitation cm↑

† ck↓ corresponds to creating a pair o
quasiparticles~i.e., a spin exciton!: am

† bk
† .

With the operatorsa† andb† the HamiltonianH @Eq. ~1!#
can be transformed into the form

H2EN5(
m

S «m1
1

2
gmB1Sm

HDam
† am

2(
k

S «k2
1

2
gmB1Sk

HFDbk
†bk

1 1
2 (

m1m2m3m4

^m1m2uVum3m4&am1

† am2

† am3
am4

1 1
2 (

k1k2k3k4

^k1k2uVuk3k4&bk1

† bk2

† bk3
bk4

2 (
m1k2k3m4

^m1k3uVuk2m4&am1

† bk2

† bk3
am4

, ~2!
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where EN is the energy of the stateuCN
0 &, Sm

H

5( i 50
N21^miuVu im& and Sk

HF5( i 50
N21(^kiuVu ik&2^kiuVuki&)

are the Hartree and Hartree-Fock self-energies, respectiv
For fixedN, the number of spin-excitonsn and their total

angular momentumr are a pair of good quantum number
replacing Sz and R. Hamiltonian ~2! was diagonalized
numerically in each Hilbert space (n,r ). The Hilbert
spaces labeled by (n,r ) were constructed from states o
noninteracting spin-excitons: um1 , . . . ,mn ;k1 , . . . ,kn&
5am1

† . . . amn

† bk1

† . . . bkn

† uCN
0 &. The computations including

all possible spin states (S,Sz) were carried out for up to
N510.

B. Charge excitations

In analogy with spin excitations, the charge excitations
the n51 droplet can be viewed as creation of pairs~charge
excitons! of quasielectrons and quasiholes (cl↓

† cm↓ , with
l>N and m,N). The transformation to the electron-ho
Hamiltonian, described in detail in Ref. 19, is more comp
cated in this case, since the Coulomb interaction does
conserve the number of charge excitonsn. Thus the total
angular momentumR is the only nontrivial good quantum
number. However, forn!N the scattering processes leadin
to change inn are inefficient, and the ground states can
approximated by configurations with fixedn ~cf. Ref. 19!.
We have studied states with a limited number of charge
citons (n<3) for fairly large droplets~up to N530) in the
vicinity of the filling factor n51. For filling factors around
n5 1

3, computations were performed in the complete basis
noninteractingN-electron configurations, and hence we
limited to N<7. N56 is the minimum number of electron
which shows features characteristic of the incompress
liquid.3

C. Spectral functions

The pair of one-particle spectral functions are the elect
and hole Green’s functionsAms

1 and Ams
2 . Ams

1 (v)
@Ams

2 (v)# gives the probability to add~subtract! an electron
with angular momentumm, spins, and energyv, to ~from!
the droplet:

Ams
6 ~v!5(

f
z^ f N61ucms

6 u i N& z2d~ uEN61
f 2EN

i u2v!. ~3!

The u i N& and u f N61& are the initial N-electron and final
(N61)-electron states, respectively, with energiesEN

i and
EN61

f . The two operatorsc6 create and annihilate electron
in the single-particle states labeled bym ands. This pair of
functions describes the charging process changing the n
ber of electrons in the droplet. It describes the capacita
spectroscopy and incoherent transport.

The two-particle spectral functions describe the coupl
of the external perturbation to charge and spin excitations
the system for a fixed number of electronsN. They are of the
form
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A~v!5(
f U K fU (

m1s1
m2s2

am2s2

m1s1cm1s1

† cm2s2U i L U2

3d~ uEf2Ei u2v!, ~4!

where u i & and u f & are the initial and final electronic state
with the energiesEi and Ef , and the information about th
form of the perturbation is hidden in the coefficientsa. These
functions define, e.g., the Raman-scattering cross section
the coherent transport through a quantum dot.17

III. INTEGER QUANTUM HALL REGIME

We calculated the energy spectra for up toN510 elec-
trons in the subspaces corresponding to the filling fac
1<n<2. The minimum Coulomb energy of ten electro
within each subspaceR is plotted in Fig. 1, and the total spi
of the corresponding eigenstates is given by the size of b
dots. Both energy and angular momenta are measured
the values appropriate for then51 state: R545 and
E59.937E0. The dependence of the energy onR is very
regular, and by varying the strength of confinement ver
interaction~e.g. by changing the magnetic field! the system
is driven from n52 to 1 through a series of intermedia
states with increasingR ~i.e., increasing area!. However, an
interesting observation5–7 is the oscillation of the total spinS
as a function ofR, and, consequently, of the filling facto
The highly correlated states withS50, indicated by arrows
appear between the neighbouring compact statesCN2k

k with
the maximum allowed spin for a givenR. The spin-
depolarized state at, e.g.,R525 corresponds to an electro

FIG. 1. The Coulomb energy of ten electrons as a function
angular momentum~data on both axes measured from an51 state!,
between filling factorsn52 and 1. Sizes of black dots reflect tot
spinS. Arrows above~below! the curve indicate the compact~zero-
spin! states. Insets: magnetic-field evolution of angular momen
(r ) and spin (S) for the parabolic confinement ofvN510 meV;
solid ~dashed lines!—result without ~with! including the Zeeman
splitting.
nd

r

ck
m

s

with flipped spin which has been removed from the edge
placed in between the edge and the center of the drop
This minority-spin electron creates spin excitons. The nu
ber of spin excitons depends on the Zeeman energy. In
limit of Landé factor g50, half of the electrons flip their
spins, and the lowest-energy configuration corresponds to
total spinS50. Unlike the single spin-exciton configuratio
with this angular momentum the correlated states w
S50 correspond to smeared excess spin and charge ove
entire droplet.

The dependence of angular momentum and spin of
ground state on the magnetic field for the effective parab
confinement ofvN510 meV has been presented in the i
sets. The material parameters used here are appropriat
GaAs: m* 50.067me , aB598 Å, gmB50.03 meV/T, and
Rydberg Ry55.93 meV. The solid lines show the resu
without Zeeman energy, and the dashed line includes Z
man energy. The sharp depolarization atB512.5 T~the tran-
sition occurs from the maximum allowed spinS5 1

2N at
n51 directly to the minimum allowed spinS50 at
n;11) reflects the almost linear dependence of the C
lomb energy on angular momentum betweenR50 and
R52 1

2N. For N510 the dependence is sublinear, but t
exact shape depends onN. The Coulomb energy is also
linear function of the total spinS, or a number of spin exci-
tonsn. The consecutive12N spin excitons, each of them ca
rying angular momentum21, are created in an51 droplet
with the same energy, and effectively form a noninteract
gas.7 For sufficiently large Zeeman energy the correlat
low-S states can be pushed up, so that the transition betw
n52 and 1 occurs through a series of compact sta
CN2k

k .

A. One-particle spectral functions

The depolarization of the droplet occurring during t
transition between neighboring compact statesCN2k

k and
CN2k21

k11 , has a dramatic effect on the spectral functions.
Fig. 2 we show the evolution with the magnetic field of th
pair of Green’s functions calculated forN56 electrons. The
top frame shows the spin-↓ ~majority-spin! addition spec-
trum A↓

15(mAm↓
1 , and the bottom frame the spin-↑

~minority-spin! subtraction spectrumA↑
25(mAm↑

2 . The ef-
fective confinement isvN57 meV, and theCN21

1 →CN
0 tran-

sition occurs at the magnetic fieldsB'4–5 T. The area of
the circles is proportional to the intensity of individual tra
sitions. The transition energyv is measured from the energ
of charging an empty dot with the first electron. The dash
lines show the bottom~top! edge of the addition~subtraction!
spectrum, i.e. the chemical potentials of five and six el
trons. At certain magnetic fields the ground states ofN and
N61 electrons are not coupled through the addition and
subtraction operator due to the spin selection rules, and o
transitions to the excited final states are allowed.6 The verti-
cal lines mark the magnetic field-induced transitions in
initial ground state, their angular momentaR, and spinsS
indicated in each sector as (R,S).

In compact states the addition spectrum of a majority-s
electron is very simple, since an electron can be added o
to the completely empty states outside the droplet. The sp
tra are dominated by a pair of strong transitions correspo

f
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13 230 56ARKADIUSZ WÓJS AND PAWEL HAWRYLAK
ing to the final compact and excited state, different from
compact state by the center-of-mass excitation. For exam
at n51 in the initial state (B;5.5 T!, these two final states
are the single-particle configurations, obtained from a co
pact initial stateu i N& by adding an electron to a definite o
bital: cN

† u i N& andcN11
† u i N&. Their intensity is therefore equa

to unity, and the spacing between them is the center-of-m
single particle excitation energyV2;4 meV.

Conversely, for the low-spin correlated states atB;4–5
T, a large number of low-energy transitions appears in
addition spectrum. Because the initial state is no longer s
polarized we can add a majority-spin electron to the inte
of the droplet. The Hilbert subspace coupled to the ini
ground state through an addition operator~the subspace with
low total spin! contains many more low-energy states th
that coupled to an initial compact, large-spin state. He
there are a number of allowed transitions to excited fi
states with the excitation energies below the noninterac
gapV2 .

The spin depolarization between compact and correla
ground states has even more dramatic effect on the mino
spin subtraction spectrum. Then51 stateCN

0 is polarized
with spin-↓, and we cannot subtract a spin-↑ electron. In the
stateCN21

1 there is only one spin-↑ electron, occupying a
single-particle state~with m50), and hence only one trans
tion is allowed to the final compact stateCN21

0 . However, in
the depolarized states there is a number of spin-↑ electrons
smeared over many single-particle states that can be
moved, leaving theN21 electrons in a distinct spectrum o
final states.

FIG. 2. The magnetic-field evolution of the one-electr
Green’s functions of six electrons, between filling factorsn52 and
1. Top frame: spin-↓ addition spectrum; bottom frame: spin-↑ sub-
traction spectrum. The effective confinement isvN57 meV. The
areas of the circles give the transition intensities. The energy on
vertical axes does not include the cyclotron energy1

2vc . The
dashed lines show the chemical potentials. The vertical lines s
rate initial ground states with indicated angular momenta and s
(R,S).
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Summarizing, there are two main features in the o
particle spectral functions signaling the transitions:~i! oscil-
lations of the lowest~highest! energy line in the addition
~subtraction! spectrum~a sharp jump of the addition edg
that would appear at theCN

0→CN21
1 transition is though sig-

nificantly reduced due to the presence of intermediate co
lated states!, and~ii ! appearance of a large number of add
tional, almost degenerate transitions when the initial grou
state is a low-spin correlated state, compared to very sim
spectra when the initial state is compact. This should be
servable in the temperature dependence of the tunneling
capacitance spectra.

B. Two-particle spectral functions

As an illustration of the two-particle spectral function
we calculate the dynamical structure factorS(q,v).
S(q,v) is related to the electronic Raman spectrum.20,21 It
has been shown that at large wave-vector transferq (q21 of
the order of the size of the droplet! the Raman spectrum
measures the charge and spin excitations of interac
electrons,20,21and hence can serve as a tool in the experim
tal investigation of electrons in the quantum Hall droplets

The Raman cross sectionI , proportional to the imaginary
part of the dynamical structure factor, can be calculated
applying the Fermi’s golden rule to the single-particle tim
dependent perturbationV(t);MAiAse

iqre2ivt1c.c., where
A i andAs are the vector potentials of the incident and sc
tered light, and the resonance condition with the valen
band is hidden inM :21,22

I ~q,v!5(
f

u^ f u (
m1s1
m2s2

as1s2
%m1m2

~q!cm1s1

† cm2s2
u i &u2

3d~ uEf2Ei u2v!, ~5!

whereu i & andu f & are the initial~ground! and final electronic
states, respectively, with corresponding energiesEi and Ef ,
and %m1m2

(q)5^m1ueiqrum2&. The spin matrix elemen

as1s2
contains ^s1us1us2&5ds1 ,↑ds2 ,↓ , ^s1us2us2&

5ds1 ,↓ds2 ,↑ , ^s1uszus2&5s1ds1 ,s2
, and ^s1u1̂us2&

5ds1 ,s2
, depending on the orientation ofA i , As , andB, and

on the resonance condition with the valence band.
In Fig. 3 we show the magnetic-field evolution of th

Raman spectra calculated for six electrons. The top fra
shows the charge-density excitation spectrum, correspon
to theeiq•r coupling, and the bottom frame shows the sp
flip excitation spectrum, with thes2eiq•r coupling ~a
minority-spin electron is flipped:uSzu→uSzu11). All the pa-
rameters and notation are the same as in Fig. 2, and
wave-vector transfer isq5106 cm21.

The charge-density operator connects the Hilbert s
spaces with different angular momentaR but the same tota
spin. The magnetic field induces changes in the total spin
the ground state. The implied level crossing is therefore
tween states with different total spin. Hence there is alw
a finite gap in the spectrum. Atn51 the spectrum corre
sponds to the center-of-mass excitations and the e
magnetorotons19,26with energies aboveV2 ; at higher filling
factors new low-energy transitions appear. Atq5106
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cm21 these transitions are rather weak compared to the e
magnetoroton and center-of-mass excitation, but they
come dominant at higherq.

Transitions between the compact and correlated low-s
states are clearly visible in the minority-spin-flip spectru
At n51 there are no spin-↑ electrons, and the spectrum
empty. In the next compact state (CN21

1 ) the transition re-
quires a large angular momentum transfer (DR>N21), i.e.,
largeq, in order to produce a visible peak in the spectru
Conversely, when the initial ground state has a low to
spin, a strong low-energy transition between this state an
neighboring ground state (DS51 and DR561) becomes
possible. In particular, transitions from the correlated sta
to their compact neighbors are allowed: (11,1)→(10,2) and
(14,2)→(15,3), appearing with a high intensity at zero e
ergy when a reconstruction of a compact state occurs.

IV. FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL REGIME

The reconstruction of a compact spin-polarized state
n51 toward lower filling factors occurs through the intr
duction of quasiholes into the bulk of the droplet and de
sition of quasielectrons at the edge.2,8,19,26For small, para-
bolically confined droplets (N<11) the first transition occurs
with the angular momenta of the pairsr 5N. A number of
consecutive holes is created in the central orbitals w
m50,1, . . . ), and theseries of reconstructed states r
sembles rings with increasing radius. For larger drop
(N>12) the reconstructed states correspond to a droplet
a ring of holes. Further transitions go through strongly c
related states with selected values of angular mome
‘‘magic’’ states. These magic states can be assigned a fil

FIG. 3. The magnetic-field evolution of the Raman spectra
six electrons, between filling factorsn52 and 1. Top frame:
charge-excitation spectrum; bottom frame: spin-flip-excitation sp
trum. The effective confinement isvN57 meV. The areas of the
circles give the transition intensities. The vertical lines sepa
initial ground states with indicated angular momenta and sp
(R,S).
ge
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factor and they evolve into incompressible liquid states
the fractional quantum Hall effect.

In Fig. 4 we plot the ground-state energy ofN53–7 elec-
trons in each angular-momentum subspace between the
ing factorn52 and1

3. Circles mark the energies of ‘‘magic’
states. The magnetic field and confinement for eachN are
chosen such that for eachN the energies of then51 and 1

3

states are equal. The vertical axis gives the energy of
electrons measured from those two states, and the curve
otherN are shifted. The horizontal axis, common for allN,
gives angular momentum measured from then51 state
r 5R2 1

2N(N21).
By increasing the strength of Coulomb interaction vers

the kinetic energyV2 ~e.g., by applying the magnetic fiel
as shown in the inset for an effective confinement
vN53.37 meV!, the system is driven through a series
states. ForN.3 there is a pair of sequences of states
which the downward cusps in energy appear. These are
states with angular momentar being multiples ofN and
N21, respectively. The series of the ground states is a re
of the competition between the states from the two
quences, and e.g., forN56 it is r 56, 10, 15, 20, 24, 25, and
30. The two sequences meet atn51 @r 50# and at n5 1

3

@r 5N(N21)#, and these two ground states are more sta
than the intermediate ones.

A. One-particle spectral functions

Let us now examine how the transitions betwe
‘‘magic’’ states are reflected in the spectral functions. T
magnetic field evolution of the spin-↓ addition spectra
A↓

15(mAm↓
1 , calculated forN53 –6 and the effective con

f

c-

te
s

FIG. 4. The ground-state energies ofN53–7 electrons within
each angular-momentum subspace, between the filling fac
n51 and 1

3. Angular momenta are measured from then51 states.
Circles mark the ‘‘magic’’ states. The magnetic field for eachN is
chosen such that the energies of then51 and 1

3 states are equal
The curves for differentN are vertically shifted. Inset: magnetic
field evolution of the angular momentum of six electrons for t
effective confinement ofvN53.37 meV.
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13 232 56ARKADIUSZ WÓJS AND PAWEL HAWRYLAK
finement ofvN53.37 meV, is shown in Fig. 5. Only th
low-energy parts ofA1 have been shown, corresponding
the transitions to the final ground and weakly excited sta
The area of the circles gives transition intensities, and
transition energyv does not include the cyclotron energ
1
2 vc . The dashed lines show the chemical potentials. T
vertical lines mark the magnetic-field-induced transitions
the initial ground states, with their angular momentar ~mea-
sured fromn51 states! indicated in each sector. For ex
ample, at the fieldB;4 T all initial and final N-electron
ground states (N52–7! are compact, withn51 @r 50#, and
for B;11 T have the same filling factorn5 1

3

@r 5N(N21)#. The addition or subtraction atB;4 and 11 T
occurs therefore without changing the filling factor.

A decrease of the filling factor has a strong effect on
addition spectra. The simple addition spectra atB54 T
(n51) is dominated by a pair of strong transitions: to t
final n51 ground state, and to the center-of-mass exc
final state, the transitions become far more complicated
higher fields. With decreasingn we observe~i! suppression
of the transitions between the initial and final ground sta
and ~ii ! shrinking of the spacing between the neighbori

FIG. 5. The magnetic-field evolution of the addition spectra
N53 –6 electrons, between filling factorsn51 and1

3. The effective
confinement isvN53.37 meV. The areas of the circles give th
transition intensities. The energy on the vertical axes does no
clude the cyclotron energy12vc . The dashed lines show the chem
cal potentials. The vertical lines separate initial ground states w
indicated angular momenta~measured from then51 states!. Inset:
addition spectra forN50–6 and filling factorsn51 (B54 T! and
n5

1
3 (B511 T!. Full black peaks—transitions to the ground stat
s.
e

e

e

d
at

s,

low-energy transitions, measuring the excitation gap in
final system, compared to the center-of mass gap atn51.
While at n51 the ground state~GS! can be described as
Fermi disk (m,N), with electrons added to or subtracte
from the Fermi level with the one-particle operator(mcm

6 ,
the suppression of the GS-GS transitions belown51 is a
strong signature of the non-Fermi liquid. This is illustrated
the inset, where for a pair of fieldsB54 andB511 T we
plot the overall intensities~individual peaks broadened wit
Gaussians! as a function of energy. The electron numbe
N50–6 in the frames forB54 T indicate transitions to the
final ground states~black-filled peaks!. Clearly, the probabil-
ity of a GS-GS transition for a fixed fractional filling facto
n5 1

3 decays rapidly with the droplet sizeN. The GS-GS
transition probability is a decreasing function of bothN and
n21, and efficient adding of electrons to the fractional sta
of larger droplets has to occur through the excited fi
states. The pair of addition and subtraction spectra
N56 is plotted in Fig. 6. The evolution of the subtractio
spectrum with decreasing filling factor is very similar to th
of an addition spectrum. The chemical potential of the fin

f

n-

th

.

FIG. 6. The magnetic-field evolution of the one-electr
Green’s functions of six electrons, between filling factorsn51 and
1
3. Top frame: addition spectrum; bottom frame: subtraction sp
trum. The effective confinement isvN53.37 meV. The areas of the
circles give the transition intensities. The energy on the vert
axes does not include the cyclotron energy1

2vc . The dashed lines
show the chemical potentials. The vertical lines separate in
ground states. Inset: addition spectrum forN56 and subtraction
spectrum forN57, atn5

1
3 (B511 T!. Full black peak—transitions

between the six- and seven-electron ground states.
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~incompressible! system depends onN, and the two spectra
in Fig. 6 are separated by a gap.

When theN-electron droplet is in contact with a sing
electrode, as in capacitance experiments, the (N11)st elec-
tron tunnels back and forth between the droplet and the e
tron. The relevant density of states corresponds to addi
(N→N11) and subtraction (N←N11) spectra forN56
and n5 1

3. The suppression of the GS-GS tunneling and
frequency dependence of the density of states is shown in
inset to Fig. 6. The overall frequency dependence of the d
sity of states appears to be in qualitative agreement with
chiral Luttinger liquid theory ('v2).

The reason for the suppression of GS-GS transitions
be explained as follows. The difference in total angular m
mentum between theN and N11 electron system at th
same filling factor has to be absorbed by adding an elec
into a single-particle orbital. This creates a final state v
different from the ground state, and the corresponding ov
lap ^ f ucm

6u i & between many-body states is very small. In t
left-hand frame of Fig. 7 we show the occupations of sing
particle states%N(m)5^cm

† cm& for the series of ground state
with n5 1

3 andN52–7. The distribution%(m) evolves regu-
larly with increasing size: the positions of the edge and of
developing maxima and minima shift linearly with increa
ing N, as indicated by dashed lines. In the right-hand fra
of Fig. 7 we show the change in the distribution due to a
ing or subtracting theNth electron: D%N(m)5%N(m)
2%N21(m). The arrows show the single-particle orbita
with m5DR, to which this electron is added with the on
particle operator(mcm

1 .

B. Two-particle spectral functions

Let us now turn to the charge excitation spectrum in
fractional regime. In Fig. 8 we present the magnetic-fi

FIG. 7. Left: The occupation numbers%N(m) for the magic
n5

1
3 states ofN52 –7 electrons. Right: Differences between t

occupation numbers for the neighboringn5
1
3 states

D%N(m)[%N(m)2%N21(m). Arrows show the orbitals with
m5DR[RN2RN21.
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evolution of the Raman cross section calculated for six e
trons, between the filling factorsn51 and 1

3. The notation
and parameters are the same as in Fig. 5. In the upper fr
the wave-vector transferq533105 cm21 is too low to ex-
cite the internal motion of electrons, and the spectrum
dominated by the center-of-mass excitation with the sing
particle energyV2 . In the lower frame the wave-vecto
transferq513106 cm21 is sufficient to show the excita
tions of interacting electrons. The lowest-energy transit
follows the excitation gap of the interacting system. The g
for the filling factorsn52, 1, and 1

3 is comparable to the
single-particle gapV2 . The excitation gap collapses a
magnetic-field values where the transition between
neighboring magic states takes place. The interactions m
the droplet compressible.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the magnetic-field-induced transitions
the quantum Hall droplet, in the range of the filling fact
n covering both the integer and fractional quantum Hall
gimes. Increasing magnetic field drives the droplet throu
the sequence of ground states with decreasing filling fac
For 2.n.1 the total spin of the system oscillates as a fun
tion of the magnetic field. The ground state alternates
tween compact Hartree-Fock configurations with the ma
mum allowed spin at a givenn, and highly correlated state
with zero total spin. The spin depolarization of the drop
results in a significant modification of the spectral weight
the one- and two-particle spectral functions. For a sp
polarized droplet atn,1 the sequence of ground states co
responds to a sequence of ‘‘magic’’ values of angular m

FIG. 8. The magnetic-field evolution of the Raman spectra
six electrons, between filling factorsn51 and 1

3. Top frame: low
wave-vector transfer (q533105 cm21)—dominant center-of-mass
excitation; bottom frame: high wave-vector transfer (q5106

cm21)—coupling to the internal-motion excitations. The effectiv
confinement isvN53.37 meV. The areas of the circles give th
transition intensities. The vertical lines separate initial grou
states.
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mentum, minimizing the electron-electron repulsion. T
correlated ‘‘magic’’ states translate into fractional filling fac
tor incompressible states. The supression of many-par
overlap matrix elements leads to a suppression of grou
state addition and subtraction spectra. The frequency de
dence of the one-particle spectral function appears to be c
sistent with the chiral Luttinger-liquid behavior. Th
calculated Raman spectrum shows the closing of the exc
tion gap by increasing magnetic field due to the crossing
energy levels of the interacting electron system. The f
le
d-
n-
n-

a-
f
-

quency and wave-vector dependence is, however, com
cated in contrast to a simple behavior implied by boson
tion theories.
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